Sponsorship Levels

**Diamond**
*Cost: $25,000*
*Limit: Ten per year*
- Largest icon on Sponsors page, in the top section
  - Icon is linked to Sponsor’s homepage

**Platinum**
*Cost: $10,000*
*Limit: No limit*
- Large icon on Sponsors page, in the second section
  - Icon is linked to Sponsor’s homepage

**Gold**
*Cost: $5,000*
*Limit: No limit*
- Medium icon on Sponsors page, in the third section
  - Icon is linked to Sponsor’s homepage

**Silver**
*Cost: $2,500*
*Limit: No limit*
- Small icon on Sponsors page, in the fourth section

**The Fine Print**
- Donations are annual and there are no refunds. One year after donating, sponsor is removed from the Sponsors page and any other privileges associated with sponsorship.
- Lowest sponsorship level is $2,500/year.
- The Sponsors page will be linked off the footer of the web site, and viewable by non-PeeringDB members.
- The PeeringDB records of a sponsor will have a badge indicating their sponsorship level.
- PeeringDB will promote your sponsorship on social media.
- PeeringDB conference presentations, when allowed, will include sponsor’s logo for one year.
- Sponsor will receive a PeeringDB logo for their level, which they may include on their web site or in presentations/marketing materials for one year.
- Sponsorship is contingent on being a PeeringDB account holder in good standing.

**Payment Details**
Payment by check is welcome. Email sponsorship@peeringdb.com for wire transfer details or with questions.
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